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Introduction 

 

 Emergence of Information Technology as a discipline  

• The past four decades have seen the computing field expand 

dramatically. 

 The technical changes that have driven the recent expansion of 

computing have direct implications on the engineering education 

curriculum. 

 The curriculum must be flexible as there are a large number of careers 

that graduates from IT programs enter. 

  The curriculum should therefore be designed in a way that gives an 

institution considerable freedom in tailoring the curriculum to the 

needs of its students and other institutional stakeholders  
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Emerging Interrelated Topics  
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Basic Questions 
of Curriculum 

 

1. What is the purpose of the curriculum?  

2. What are the objectives of the curriculum?  

3. How are the learning experiences to be selected and organized?  

4. What are the objectives of the course?  

5. What resources are to be employed, and how are time and space to be 

used?  

6. What is the design of the learning activities?  

7. How is the curriculum to be evaluated?  
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Overview of New York City College of 
Technology’s 2009 Curriculum 

 The Computer Systems Technology (CST) department offers two 

degree programs, AAS in Computer Information Systems (CIS) and 

BTECH in Computer Systems (CIB). 

 The CST department revamped the CIS curriculum in 2009 to reflect 

rapid changes in the IT industry.  

 The computer courses offered in the current CIB program are 

organized in seven modules plus three additional courses with each 

module consisting of three sequential courses focusing on one specific 

area of computer systems. Students are required to complete three 

of the seven modules.  
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Curriculum 2009 Description 
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Concerns Raised about the Curriculum 

Topics in the different modules are no longer independent and are more 

interrelated : 

 

 The topics in each module are no longer independent.  

• For example, students taking the three courses in the Networking 

module will not be best prepared for network administration jobs 

if they do not take a network security course.  

 

 Computer programming is growing beyond the development of 

standalone applications that run on a single desktop computer. 

• Students will need to learn how to write applications that run on 

the web, across different networks, and on mobile devices, etc.  
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Concerns Raised about the Curriculum 

Three courses in one module may not be sufficient to cover the necessary 

topics in a specific areas of technology undergoing a rapid growth  
 

 For example, for students who take the programming module, the 

three current courses are not sufficient to prepare them for an 

application developer job, or to pursue a graduate degree.  

 

 With the rapid evolutions of software technology, a developer not 

only should have a solid understanding of object-oriented concepts, 

but also should grasp other programming skills such as database 

connectivity, internet programming, mobile device programming and 

game programming.  
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Concerns Raised about the Curriculum 

Students might not select the best three modules to meet their goals.   

 The above problems might not be critical when students properly 

elect the three modules to combine the skill set that will prepare them 

to achieve their goals.  

 However, many students choose the three modules based on a limited 

knowledge of the modules, their personal schedules and their 

perception of the level of difficulty of the modules, sometimes 

without considering the required synergy between the three modules.  

 As a result, their choices may not properly prepare them for the 

demanding workforce.  
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Concerns Raised about the Curriculum 

The module structure limits the expansion of topics to cover new 

developments in technology.  
 

 Each area of computer systems is facing challenges and changes. It is 

not possible to expand each module to allow us to introduce new 

technology developments in addition to the fundamental concepts.  

 

 For example, Game programming has been around for a long time, 

but we could not add it to our current modular structure. 

Virtualization and Cloud computing are current trends in the IT 

industry that we found difficult to add the current modular structure.  
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Modified Curriculum of Bachelor’s Program 

 The proposal is a re-organization of the modular structure curriculum 

into four tracks:  

• Database,  

• Networking and Security,  

• IT operation, and  

• Software Development.  

 

 Each track includes 7-8 required courses and 1-2 elective courses.  
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Database 

 The Database track covers the design of 

databases including single and 

distributed databases, database 

performance, database administration, 

programming applications, Business 

intelligence including data warehousing, 

the Semantic web and special topics in 

current database usage.  

 A comprehensive understanding of the 

database domain includes an 

understanding of: analysis, design, 

performance, security, administration, 

programming, integration, and 

semantics.  
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             Networking and Security 

 

 The Networking and Security track 

covers aspects of all types of networks 

including LANs and WANs, the Internet, 

and mobile networks, security 

considerations and principles in various 

domains (network, database, 

programming, physical and system 

administration). 

 The goal is to prepare students to work 

in network administration, security 

administration, system operations, and 

technical support.  
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IT Operations 

 The IT Operation track was 

designed with reflection of the 

current changes in the IT 

operations, administration, and 

management fields.  

 The IT field has been undergoing 

drastic changes and with that 

comes the need to revamp our 

program to better prepare students 

for IT careers. While for many 

years, the focus in IT 

infrastructures was on 

decentralization, today, the focus is 

shifting to centralization and 

consolidation with new 

technologies.  
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Software Development  

 
 Students who choose to become 

software developers in today’s 

environment, must gain solid 

understanding of object-oriented 

concepts, system analysis and software 

methodologies as well as gain expertise 

in programming with database, web 

based programming and mobile device 

programming.  

 Includes Java technology, open source 

technology, Microsoft.Net framework, 

Internet Web based programming, 

Mobile device programming, and 

Game programming.  
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Student Survey 

 In order to make such a major change to the curriculum, we first had a student 

survey to find out what areas were interesting from the students perspective. We 

based our decisions of the modified curriculum on the responses to the questions in 

the student survey which were as follows:  
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Conclusions 

 Although we believe that the recommendations of this paper and the 

specific strategic suggestions in this paper will prove useful to a wide 

variety of institutions, every Information Technology program must 

adapt those recommendations and strategies to match the 

characteristics of the particular institution.  

 It is important to evaluate and modify curricular programs on a 

regular basis to keep up with the rapid changes in the field.  

 The Information Technology curricula in place today are the product 

of many years of experimentation and refinement by Information 

Technology educators in their own institutions.  

 The curricula of the future will depend just as much on the creativity 

that follows in the wake of this report to build even better 

Information Technology programs for undergraduates throughout the 

world.  
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